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Abstract 

In this paper, I survey a select number of environmental artists and their work 

from the late twentieth century and the early twenty-first century: Newton and Helen 

Mayer Harrison; Mel Chin; Jackie Brookner; the team of AMD&Art; and Patricia 

Johanson.  I will specifically consider their collaborative methodologies as essential to 

problem-solving, remediating or preventing environmental damage, and engaging 

creatively with the public.  As a project co-manager of an environmental initiative, I am 

currently a collaborator with Patricia Johanson, one of the seminal figures in the 

movement, and I bring these experiences and observations to bear on my discussion.  I 

conclude with observations about future impacts and opportunities. 
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How the land is figured by—and within—the human imagination reveals much about a 

culture.  Historically, landscape’s representation in the arts has played a critical role far beyond 

aesthetics, both reflecting and driving social, economic, and scientific paradigm shifts.  Our 

present complex of world environmental crises, along with a sense of urgency in seeking 

solutions, points to different needs in landscape art today as compared to even a few decades 

ago.  In this paper, I will examine a limited number of contemporary “environmental artists,” 

sometimes called “eco-artists,” who take the earth as both theme and medium.  I will also 

consider the ways in which they consciously engage their publics in the creative process.  Their 

methods and creations are as variable as the terrain itself. 

In the mid nineteenth century, painter George Inness envisioned the early American 

industrial period in his 1855 Lackawanna Valley (Figure 1).  Here, a pastoral scene effortless 

and painlessly transitions to an urban manufacturing hub, where beneficent smog is blessed by 

distant church steeples.  (Inness fictively anticipated the railroad’s full development, but 

Scranton’s geography is correct—our university campus is now located a bit beyond the left 

frame of this picture.)  Western art through much of the early twentieth-century modern period 

continued to be marked by infatuation with nascent technologies.  A painting like Charles 

Sheeler’s 1932 River Rouge Plant (Figure 2), depicting auto factories in Detroit, celebrates—and 

certainly sterilizes—machined shapes that dominate land, sky, and water.  Both artists used a 

conventional medium (in this case, oil paint) to extoll the use of our national, natural resources 

for a booming economy and the promise of an increasingly urbanized lifestyle.  In retrospect, 

those seem very innocent times. 

 For a variety of reasons, many artists by 1970 began to sever ties to conventional gallery 

and museum systems and created art on the land itself.  Some, heirs to an abstract expressionist 

tradition, made grand gestures by gouging or building with heavy equipment; some made gentler 

pieces that left little “footprint.”  Others shared a new environmental consciousness and 

recognized the damage resulting from years of careless industrial processes.  They began 

designing work that was not simply outdoors on the land, or of it, but that healed it (Beardsley, 

2006; Boettger, 2002; greenmuseum.org, n.d.; Matilsky, 1992; Spaid, 2002).   

The married team of Newton Harrison and Helen Mayer Harrison was among the first to 

explore ecological systems rather than merely using nature as subject or even material.  They are 

highly inclusive, relying on consultants’ expertise and public comment.  For their early Survival 
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Series in 1971, they had to work closely with oceanographers in order to devise a gallery 

installation with control basins demonstrating how brine shrimp change water salinity and color 

by consuming algae.  In recent decades, the Harrisons have expanded their interests and now 

address the fragility of continental-wide natural systems that are impacted by political decision-

making within artificial borders.   For instance, A Vision for the Green Heart of Holland, 1994 

(Figure 3), was commissioned by a Dutch cultural council to offer a land-planning solution to 

the urban sprawl that is fast consuming land, cultural heritage, and environmental stability in 

Europe.  Gallery visitors were invited to literally walk across a tiled floor of large-scale aerial 

photos, placing them conceptually and physically inside the problem.  The Harrisons’ roots are in 

the conceptual art movement, and their art consists of a blend of maps, photographs, texts, and 

performances to instigate what they call “conversational drift:” the ultimate goal is to prompt 

public awareness, discussion, and action, using art spaces as neutral, “safe” zones for the 

community to air otherwise potentially controversial ideas (theharrisonstudio.net, n.d.; Heartney, 

2003; Adcock, 1992; Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison, 1985; Green, 2001, ch. 5). 

 One of the first major pieces by a younger environmental artist, Mel Chin, was also a 

product of collaboration but was necessarily far less accessible to the public.  He had been 

working in fairly traditional media until, after seeing a news report, he had an epiphany: “The 

new sculpture is plants” (Chin, Interview, n.d.).  He was inspired by the idea that certain plant 

species can draw heavy metals from contaminated soils (a process called hyperaccumulation) 

and, in turn, they can by harvested, incinerated, and the ash reconverted to salable ore.  For Chin, 

the art would reside in the carving away of pollutants to uncover a beautiful ecological balance, 

much like Michelangelo’s subtractive method of chipping away a marble block to discover an 

ideal figure within.  This was not, however, something that the artist could approach alone.  He 

discovered a heavy-metals expert who had diverted his research to another topic for lack of 

funding, and the two—artist and scientist—teamed up.  It was now art that returned the 

scientist’s research to the front burner.  In 1990-1992 Chin shaped their first Revival Field 

(Figure 4) at a contaminated landfill in Minnesota.  It was an experimental hyperaccumulation 

plot, shaped as a bisected circle within a square.  From his working schematic to the final 

planting, the form of the Revival Field reveals the deep roots it shares with modern art and with 

technical drawings from scientific and engineering fields: yet it is elegant, functional, and iconic 

as well, suggesting both crosshairs in a gun scope (Beardsley, 2006, 172) and, ironically, a 
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classical garden design.  Like all the environmental work I discuss here, Chin’s art is temporal in 

nature, only fully revealing itself across time.  Also like my other examples, part of the art itself 

resides in the process, which is dependent on negotiation and collaboration with experts and 

interested parties. 

 Artists like the Harrisons and Chin have employed creative and inspiring methods that 

engage specialists from many fields and that reach out to the public.  Their designs are aesthetic, 

model solutions to problems that are very real, but large-scale and potentially abstract.  (To be 

fair, some of Chin’s recent work is quite concrete and participatory, dealing with housing issues 

in post-Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans [Wei, 2009, 43-52]).  A growing number of other 

artists, however, are turning their attention to specific projects.  Unlike traditional “public art,” 

which often simply involves decorative elements such as statuary or murals, these artists work to 

restore, remediate, or ameliorate conditions on a singular, public site.  No doubt for that reason, 

their work pointedly honors a site’s human, cultural history, often incorporating identifiable 

motifs, at the same time it addresses natural history.  I have had the pleasure of co-hosting the 

artists and team members discussed in this next group as lecturers and artists-in-residence at our 

university.  Additionally, I have had the privilege of serving as project co-manager and thus 

collaborator for Patricia Johanson’s environmental initiative on the Marywood University 

campus. 

 Most of Jackie Brookner’s international projects for the last two decades have addressed 

water issues: all of them implicate, and many replicate, our own species.  She often finds the 

human hand an especially meaningful subject for her “Biosculptures,”™ constructions actually 

planted with botanical elements that purify in essentially the same way as the material in Chin’s 

Revival Field.  The Gift of Water (2001) (Figure 5) in Grossenhain, Germany, is one of her 

signature pieces.  Mist sprays from the palms of two huge, cupped hands (five feet breadth by 

nine length) to moisten a covering of moss which, in turn, helps filter water flowing into a large 

public swimming pool.  The piece signals a “green” process where only plant matter—not 

chlorine—removes contaminants for this facility used by over 1500 people per day. 

Disembodied hands reappear in Brookner’s Laughing Brook (2002-09) (Figure 6), a 

water remediation system at a park in Cincinnati, Ohio.  A man-made wetland protects an 

endangered creek by filtering and cycling stormwater from acres of playing fields and parking 

lots, collecting it underground, and, using solar power, spraying it over gravel and mossy 
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Biosculptures™.  These take the shape of a running sequence of hands at the upper end of a 

channel that gradually evolve (or de-evolve) into the shapes of six species of indigenous fish that 

once prospered but are now missing from this watershed.  In her Urban Rain project at San 

Jose’s Roosevelt Community Center, Brookner visualizes the passive purification process that 

protects nearby Coyote Creek.  To do this, she has constructed two major components on the 

outside of the Center.  One collects roof runoff in a transparent glass and steel container box 

(about ten feet high) and planter, both filled with small stone, where one can watch the flow as 

microorganisms do their purifying work.  Glass and steel are incised with the vein-like pathways 

mapping the creek’s entire watershed (Figure 7).  A second component channels runoff in a 

twenty-foot filtering pool capped by a human thumbprint cut in steel, whose whorls rhyme with 

the spirals found in all nature, from tiniest shell to distant galaxy.  The message is: what we do 

here affects all downstream. 

In keeping with the community organizations with which she works, Brookner’s process 

is inclusive, soliciting feedback from specialists, local officials, end users, and even other artists.  

She also engages local students and community members to help with fabrication and planting.  

Her partners, like those of all the artists I discuss, will take away a sense of creative 

empowerment and investment in the success of “their” project (jackiebrookner.net, n.d.; 

Brookner, 2010). 

Although there is ample need for artists and landscape architects to participate in post-

mining reclamation, comparatively few have been directly involved to date.   The most famous 

has been the AMD&Art team, which in 2007 completed a major effort in the small, Western 

Pennsylvania coal town of Vintondale.  “AMD” stands for acid mine drainage, the orange-

colored flow from old coal mines that contaminates entire watersheds with its mineral stew: it is 

one of the single most pressing problems in abandoned mine cleanup.  T. Allan Comp, now an 

official in the U.S. government’s Office of Surface Mining, led—or in his words, 

“choreographed”—a core team of scientists and designers, along with many others.  Comp holds 

a doctorate in the history of technology and economic history and (like Brookner) harbors the 

humanistic notion that since environmental problems are cultural, the resolution cannot be 

scientific alone: he believes the sciences and arts are “all necessary, none sufficient.”  Artists will 

bring uniquely valuable perspectives to bear on complex issues (Berger, 2008, 63). 
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In Vintondale, AMD&Art cleared away toxic residue, waste coal, and derelict remains of 

the former Vinton Colliery; clean-filled a new ground surface; cleaned out a wetland; and 

devised a chain of passive treatment cells to filter water.  Artist Stacy Levy helped design the 

ponds as keystone shapes (Pennsylvania is nicknamed the “keystone state”) bordered by a 

“litmus garden,” plantings with autumn hues to match the changing color of the water as it sheds 

its minerals, cell by cell (Figure 8).  Two individual art pieces onsite honor the past and initiate a 

visual, historic dialogue.  Tiles on an interpretive mosaic represent the town’s coal days and 

translate the word “hope” into 26 languages once spoken by immigrant miners (Figure 9).  

Across the trail, an etched mural on a black stone slab seals the portal of Mine #6.  Dark, subtle 

portraits of miners, based on a 1938 home movie recording a shift change, make the past eerily 

present in the now silent, cool, green grotto (Figure 10).   

But what makes Vintondale successful, and even possible in the first place, was the 

community’s participation in it.  Of all the forgotten coal communities in Appalachia, Comp 

chose this valley for his trial project in part because it lies along a bike and walking trail with 

public visibility—but the residents themselves, after years of abandonment, were justifiably 

suspicious at first.  Comp wisely courted their interest and—what is remarkable for an outsider in 

coal country—won their support.   Often, the communities that will benefit most from 

remediational art may be the ones most resistant to it.  However, I have observed that even when 

the artist is not local, if she (or he) is sensitive and listens to an audience, the end result becomes 

not so much the artist’s story or solution, but that of the community.  This is the secret of 

AMD&Art, Brookner, and the others.  In this instance, it was the town’s input and participation 

that ultimately converted substantial acreage into a picnic park and playing fields, components 

that Comp’s team had not initially envisioned (amdandart.info, n.d.; Reece, 2007; Limerick, 

Ryan, Brown, and Comp, 2005, 28-30; Berger, 2008; Berger, 2002; Anker, 2010). 

I place Patricia Johanson near the end of my sequence, although she was one of the first 

American artists to manifest an environmental ethos (Wu, 2007).  Her degree in architecture (as 

well as art) and her engineering experience have served her well in mastering a host of complex 

projects over four decades.  She often uses recognizable imagery to engage the general public, 

drawing referents from her comprehensive research into the cultural as well as natural history of 

each site.  Generally, her shapes expand across many acres, folding infrastructure needs into 

iconography.  For instance, at Fair Park Lagoon (1981-86) she was asked to revitalize a dead 
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lake (which had also claimed a number of human lives), appropriately situated between museums 

of natural history and art in Dallas, Texas.  She reconfigured the body of water; cleansed it by 

using filtering plants (phytoremediation); and made it shallower and accessible by meandering 

sculptural walkways configured as native plant forms (Figure 11).  Both humans and indigenous 

species have flocked to the restored ecosystem. 

When Johanson miraculously survived a diagnosis of terminal cancer in the 1980s, she 

became even more determined to devote her art to the theme of survival—of individuals, all 

living things, and the earth itself.  Her projects have spanned the globe, from Seoul, South Korea 

(where she designed Millennium Park on a mammoth landfill in 1999) to, recently, Salt Lake 

City, Utah, and Petaluma, California.  In Utah, Johanson has contributed to engineering the 

topography along a major highway.  The Sugar House Pedestrian Crossing in (2003) features 

the shape of a beautiful sego lily, a food source that helped Native Americans and early settlers 

survive brutal winters—but here the flower’s outline circumscribes an entrance plaza and a 

floodwater control dam.  Similarly, at the Ellis Creek Water Recycling Facility she shaped 

sewage treatment ponds (using natural, not chemical purification methods) in the form of an 

endangered, local harvest mouse (Figure 12).  The site now attracts visitors (and even a new 

hotel complex!) to the “nature preserve,” all while wastewater is treated “invisibly” yet in plain 

sight (patriciajohanson.com, n.d.; Kelley, 2006; Spaid, 2007). 

In late 2009, Johanson completed a draft of a remediation plan for a 5-acre, mine-scarred 

site on Marywood University’s campus.  The university was founded nearly a century ago by a 

Catholic order of nuns, the Sisters, Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary (I.H.M.).  The 

school was a continuation of their work ministering to mining families, including children and 

orphans.  Johanson’s plan for Mary’s Garden, therefore, is anchored by two of the Virgin Mary’s 

chief symbols, a lily (shaped by a wetland lined by paths and seating) and a rose, centered by a 

pool within a small stream (Figure 13).  She highlights details (like the physical remnants of 

mining still onsite) that honor the miners who worked beneath the land; the indigenous species 

that once thrived on the land; and even the land’s geological prehistory.  The end result, when 

constructed, should cleanse and control water flow and restore an ecological balance—and at the 

same time serve as a recreational and teaching area for both university and public communities 

(Partridge and Parsons, 2010). 
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As one of the project managers, I can attest that Johanson’s working method has involved 

copious research and intense discussion with regional agency and governmental representatives, 

local neighbors, and university personnel at all levels, including students.  I have watched 

stakeholders in the room with her, both experts and neighboring families, excited to share their 

experiences, ideas, and “wish lists” for how the final work will look and function.  For example, 

one detail with multiple repercussions is the blanket of blackberry brambles trailing across our 

tract.  We discovered through conversations that these berries were used by poor mining families 

to supplement their diet—a bright, sweet spot in a grim, blackened environment.  Local residents 

still cherish memories of berry-picking as children.  And, at the religious level, the brambles 

serve as a connection to Christ’s crown of thorns and Mary’s sorrows.  In turn, although the 

design proper was drawn in the seclusion of her studio, Johanson emphasizes that, as long as the 

integrity of the overall vision and infrastructure needs are met, the design is flexible and can be 

changed: she remains responsive to those who will use it through an ongoing dialogue. 

Teamwork and collaboration are always messy processes.  To date there is no instruction 

manual, no single, coherent procedure for initiating or conducting an interdisciplinary art project.  

Probably this is a good thing, allowing for unlimited creative potential in solving problems 

(although I would like an easier means of locating funding!).  Even my brief examples show a 

variety of conjunctions among artists, scientists, governments, institutions, and communities, all 

playing creative roles.  Few today believe that environmental problems can be solved by only a 

single profession or sector.   

Finally and most importantly is educational impact, and many of the projects I describe 

anticipate student users.  Additionally, environmental art remediation is already included in 

university curricula across a number of disciplines and will touch tomorrow’s practitioners.  I 

have observed lasting and expanding impact on my own students.  The combined art 

history/studio course that I teach with my co-project manager/colleague (the course was the 

initial basis for the lecture series and the environmental project) culminates in team-built works 

of outdoor art.  We have seen a number of excellent results over the years, and many student 

pieces are designed to invite active audience participation.  Recently, a team welded an 

automobile door to an actual trash receptacle—the public is forced to throw litter into a car 

window instead of out of it, reversing the disgusting process of littering.  Another group designed 
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glass filtering pipes to neutralize acid rain: filled with varied harmonic water levels, they are 

arranged to be musically struck and played by passers-by (Figure 14). 

Like the Inness painting, the hallmark of remediational art is optimism; and like the 

Sheeler, it envisions a cleaner future.  Unlike them, though, it joins the artist’s creativity with the 

public’s in committing to an aesthetically welcoming, restored environment in this new century. 
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Figures 
 

 
Figure 1.  George Inness. The Lackawanna Valley, c. 1855,  o/c. 
ARTstor 
 

 
Figure 2.  Charles Sheeler.  River Rouge Plant, 1932, o/c. 
Whitney Museum of American Art 
 

 
Figure 3.  Newton and Helen Mayer Harrison, Vision for the Green Heart of Holland, 
1995-96, Installation view. 
Art in America, (October 2003) 
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Figure 4.  Mel Chin, Revival Field, 1993.  Pig’s Eye Landfill, Saint Paul, MN. 
ARTstor 

 

 
Figure 5.  Jackie Brookner, Gift of Water, 2001.  Grossenhain, Germany. 
Jackie Brookner, Urban Rain, San Jose, 2010 
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Figure 6.  Jackie Brookner, Laughing Brook, 2002-09. Salway Park, Cincinnati 
Jackie Brookner, Urban Rain, San Jose, 2010 
 
 

 
Figure 7.  Jackie Brookner, Coyote Creek Filter, 2008.  Roosevelt Community Center, 
San Jose, CA 
Jackie Brookner, Urban Rain, San Jose, 2010 
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Figure 8.  AMD&Art, Treatment cells, Vintondale, PA 
Author’s photo 
 

 
Figure 9.  Jessica Gordon Liddell, The Great Map, 1994-2005.  AMD&Art, Vintondale, 
PA 
Author’s photo 

 

   
Figure 10.  Anita Lucero, Etched stone closing Mine #6 portal, c. 1994-2005.  
AMD&Art, Vintondale, PA 
Author’s photos 
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Figure 11.  Patricia Johanson, Fair Park Lagoon, 1981-86 
ARTstor 
 

 
Figure 12.  Patricia Johanson, Ellis Creek Water Recycling Facility, Petaluma, CA. 
Mouse Pond, 2001-2005 
Photo courtesy the artist 
 

   
Figure 13.  Patricia Johanson, Mary’s Garden, Drawings for Marywood University, 
Scranton, PA, 2009 
Courtesy the artist 
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Figure 14.  Sue Jenkins, Tony Pachick, Kathryn Bondi, & Kelly Ufkin, Harmonia, mixed 
media, 2010 
Green Piece: Art and Nature in America class, professors Dr. Linda Dugan Partridge and 
Pamela M. Parsons 


